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bstract

The influence of extremely small amounts of early transition metals on glass formation has recently been demonstrated in Al–Y–Fe alloys.
lthough rapidly quenched samples of Al88Y7Fe5 have X-ray diffraction patterns that are typical of amorphous metallic alloys, the isothermal
ifferential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data do not show the expected nucleation and growth peak associated with the formation of nano-sized
rains of �-Al. Samples prepared with Ti (Al88−xY7Fe5Tix with x = 0.5, 1, 2) transform at higher temperatures and show the DSC isothermal
eak expected for glass crystallization. It is often claimed that the absence of an isothermal DSC peak indicates that the samples are not glasses,

ut are actually fully transformed nanocrystal composites, with the monotonic DSC trace indicating a coarsening of the nanocrystals. However,
alculations presented here show that it could also be explained by diffusion-controlled nucleation and growth, with a high nucleation rate due to
change in the local structure of the glass.
2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Many Al-, Fe-, Mg- and Zr-based metallic glasses crystal-
ize to an amorphous/nanocrystal composite (nano-composite).
ften these nano-composites are more interesting and have
reater technological potential than their glass precursors [1–2].
he high grain densities (1020–1023/m3) and nanometer-sized
rains indicate an extremely high nucleation rate and a low
rowth velocity. Grain growth is typically initially rapid, but
bruptly slows down when the grain size exceeds a few nanome-
ers; there is also little temperature dependence of the final grain
izes [3].

The substitution of small amounts of Ti for Al improves glass
ormation and stability in Al–Y–Fe alloys that form nano-grains
f �-Al during primary crystallization [4]. The Ti appears to
lter the local structure of the glass, leading to a higher bar-
ier for the nucleation of �-Al. Isothermal differential scanning
alorimetry (DSC) curves for the Al–Y–Fe glasses made with-
ut Ti show a monotonically decreasing signal that is commonly

nterpreted as coarsening of a completely transformed nano-
omposite [4–6]. Our recent calculations, however, demonstrate
hat this could also indicate diffusion-limited growth on a high
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ensity of quenched-in nuclei. These points are reviewed briefly
ere.

. Al–Y–Fe–Ti—an example of microalloying

Often glass formation and crystallization can be profoundly
nfluenced by the addition of small amounts of particular ele-

ents (microalloying). In the Zr-based glasses, for example, it
s well known that crystallization to the icosahedral quasicrystal
hase is enhanced by the addition of O [7,8], noble elements
uch as Ag, Au, Pd and Pt [9] and the transition metals Nb, Ta,

[10] and Ti [11,12]. Ag, Au, Pd and Pt have strong negative
eats of mixing with Zr, but interact only weakly with Ni or Cu
13], suggesting that strongly bound icosahedral clusters may
orm around the transition metals, giving rise to strong icosahe-
ral short-range order in the liquid/glass. These arguments build
pon Frank’s hypothesis that the structures of liquid metals are
ominated by icosahedral order [14]. We recently confirmed
rank’s hypothesis in a Ti–Zr–Ni liquid, correlating an increas-

ng icosahedral order (ISRO) in the undercooled liquid with a
ecreasing nucleation barrier for the icosahedral phase [15]. If
he microadditions enhance the ISRO in the liquid, nucleation

ill become more difficult during the quench, enhancing glass

ormation. Further, the inherited icosahedral order in the result-
ng glass will favor the primary nucleation of the i-phase during
evitrification, as observed.

mailto:kfk@wuphys.wustl.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jallcom.2006.08.138
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Fig. 1. DSC traces for isothermal annealing for Al–Y–Fe and Al–Y–Fe–Ti sam-
ples, showing the expected nucleation and growth peak in the sample containing
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By dividing the time of an isothermal anneal into a series of
i and a monotonic decrease in the heat evolved for the sample without Ti (data
aken from Ref. [4]).

However, microadditions need not lead to only ISRO to
nfluence glass formation and crystallization. They must only
nhance a short-range order in the liquid or glass that is incom-
atible with that of the crystallizing phase. In 3d-transition
etals, for example, we recently demonstrated that there can

xist a competition between packing constraints that favor ISRO
nd bonding properties that may favor a different short-range
rder, often leading to a distortion in the ISRO [16]. The nucle-
tion barrier for crystal phases is little affected by the degree of
erfection of the ISRO, however.

In Al–Y–Fe alloys it is likely that the microaddition enhances
different type of order in the liquid and glass. Rapidly quenched

ibbons of Al88Y7Fe5 show glass-like X-ray and transmission
lectron microscopy (TEM) diffraction patterns, no evidence
or crystal diffraction peaks or precipitates in TEM bright-field
mages, and an exothermic peak in nonisothermal DSC mea-
urements [17]. However, the isothermal DSC data show a
onotonic decrease in the rate at which heat is evolved with

nnealing time (Fig. 1). This is typically taken to indicate grain
oarsening [6], suggesting that the rapidly quenched sample
s not a glass, but a completely transformed nano-composite,
lthough as will be discussed in Section 3 this is not the only
ossible interpretation. The substitution of some of the Al by
small amount of Ti dramatically improves glass formation

nd stability [4]. The isothermal DSC curves from rapidly
uenched Al87.5Y7Fe5Ti0.5 samples contain a peak that is char-
cteristic of nucleation and growth during glass crystallization
Fig. 1).

Studies of Al87.5Y7Fe5Ti0.5 samples in which oxygen was
eliberately introduced by substituting Fe2O3 for a portion of
he iron demonstrated that the Ti was not acting simply as an
xygen scavenger [4]. When the oxygen concentration exceeded

0.5 at.%, monotonic DSC curves were always obtained, irre-

pective of the amount of Ti present. Further, the temperature
f onset of primary crystallization to �-Al was unaltered by

s
i
w
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he oxygen concentration, although it did suppress the for-
ation of a metastable phase that occurred near 340 ◦C in

amples containing no oxygen, replacing it by a bcc phase
a = 0.317 nm) that formed at a slightly higher temperature, near
70 ◦C. In contrast, the introduction of Ti moved the onset of
-Al crystallization approximately 30 ◦C higher and enhanced

he formation of the metastable phase. Transmission electron
icroscopy studies showed that a higher annealing temperature
as required for Al87.5Y7Fe5Ti0.5 than for Al88Y7Fe5 to pro-
uce a comparable density of �-Al crystals. Larger crystals were
roduced at the higher temperature, however, demonstrating that
he Ti primarily influenced the nucleation barrier instead of the
rowth rate, likely by changing the local structure of the glass.
ecent high-energy X-ray synchrotron studies [18] support this
onclusion.

. Nucleation and long-range diffusion

The primary crystallization of the Al–Y–Fe–Ti glasses is gov-
rned by the diffusion of Y and Fe away from the nucleating
nd growing �-Al grains. The large difference in the diffusion
ates of the alloy components causes an enrichment of the rare
arth near the growing crystallites [19], slowing Al diffusion and
ence the growth rate. Since the classical theory of nucleation is
nherently an interface-limited theory [20], it is not applicable
hen the interfacial attachment rates are competitive with the

tomic transport rates to the regions of the developing clusters.
n such cases, these two stochastic fluxes become coupled. Fol-
owing an approach first suggested by Russell [21], this may be
reated to lowest order by focusing attention on three regions:
he cluster, the immediate neighborhood around the cluster (the
hell region) and the parent phase [22,23]. In this model, the
ux between the shell and the parent phase is coupled with

hat between the shell and the cluster. The cluster evolution
nderlying time-dependent nucleation is determined by solving
umerically a system of coupled differential equations,

∂N(n, ρ)

∂t
= α(n, ρ − 1) × N(n, ρ − 1) − [α(n, ρ) + β(n, ρ)]

× N(n, ρ) + β(n, ρ + 1) × N(n, ρ + 1)

+ k+(n − 1, ρ + 1) × N(n − 1, ρ + 1)

+ k−(n + 1, ρ − 1) × N(n + 1, ρ − 1)

− [k+(n, ρ) + k−(n, ρ)] × N(n, ρ), (1)

here N(n, ρ) is the density of clusters containing n solute atoms
here Al), with ρ solute atoms in the shell region immediately
utside the cluster interface; α and β represent the rates at which
toms arrive and leave the cluster shell, respectively, and k± rep-
esent the interfacial attachment (+) and detachment (−) rates.
redictions from the coupled-flux model approach those from

he classical theory in the limit of high concentration and high
iffusion rates in the parent phase [22,23].
hort anneals, allowing the cluster evolution to proceed accord-
ng to Eq. (1) for each anneal, the volume fraction transformed
as computed as a function of time, x(t). Implicit numerical
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ig. 2. Calculations made using effective parameters for the diffusion coeffic
ransformed, x(t) and (b) dx/dt (∝dH/dt) for an interfacial free energy yieldin
ielding 1026/m3 nuclei. When comparing these results for dx/dt with those in F

ethods were used to compute the cluster evolution (see Ref.
22] for details). The growth of clusters that evolved past the
pper limit of the cluster distribution (typically 10 times the
ritical size for nucleation) was computed using an expression
or the diffusion-limited, size-dependent growth rate [22], which
or a pure solute precipitate is approximately

dn

dt
≈ (4π)2/3(3nv)1/3c∞(t)D (2)

here D is the diffusion coefficient of the solute atom in the ini-
ial phase, v the atomic volume and c∞(t) is the time-dependent
oncentration of the initial phase, far from the cluster.

Effective parameters were chosen to probe the influence of
he nuclei density on the transformation kinetics; the results are
ompiled in Fig. 2. It should be emphasized that these parame-
ers were not chosen to make a quantitative comparison with the
sothermal DSC experimental data, but to investigate whether it
as possible to obtain a monotonic DSC curve for glass crys-

allization instead of nanocrystal coarsening. With the chosen
arameters, the expected sigmoidal curve for the volume frac-
ion transformed as a function of time, x(t), is observed, even
or a large number of nuclei (≈1023/m3) (Fig. 2a). A transfor-
ation peak is observed in dH/dt (the signal in an isothermal
SC experiment), which is proportional to dx/dt (Fig. 2b). If

he nuclei density is increased by three orders of magnitude
≈1026/m3), however, soft-impingement becomes severe in the
arliest stages of the transformation, causing a sharp rise in x(t)
or small times, followed by a radically slower transformation

ate (Fig. 2c). Correspondingly, a peak in dx/dt occurs at very
hort times and is followed by a monotonically decreasing rate of
hange (Fig. 2d). This latter behavior follows for a smaller num-
er of growth centers if the diffusion coefficient of the solute to

A
s

1017 m2/s) and driving free energy (15.3 kT). (a) Computed volume fraction
3/m3 nuclei (σ = 0.68 J/m2) (c) x(t) and (d) dx/dt (∝dH/dt) for σ = 0.38 J/m2,
note that the signs of exothermic heat are different in the two figures.

he growing crystals decreases with the fraction transformed, as
xpected for the precipitation of �-Al with the rejection of Y to
he glass. Fig. 2b is similar to the experimentally observed curves
or Al87.5Y5Fe7Ti0.5 (Fig. 1), and corresponds to the expected
ucleation and growth behavior. Fig. 2d is like the experimental
ata for Al88Y5Fe7 (Fig. 1), which was previously attributed to
oarsening [4].

The density of �-Al quenched-in nuclei or nanocrystals in
l88Y7Fe5 is large (≥1021/m3). For these to form during the
uench would require an extraordinarily high steady-state nucle-
tion rate, particularly given that the nucleation rate is strongly
uppressed during quenching due to transient nucleation [24]. It
s difficult to understand how such a high nucleation rate can
rise within the classical theory of nucleation. The coupled-
ux model predicts that shell region for clusters of �-Al that
re smaller than the critical size will be enriched, rather than
epleted, in Al; this has recently been confirmed by a kinetic
onte Carlo ising lattice gas calculation [25]. Due to transient

ucleation, the cluster density and shell concentration from a
igh temperature, with a correspondingly large critical size, will
e frozen in during the quench. Upon annealing the glass at a
ower temperature, where the critical size is smaller, a large pop-
lation of clusters will grow quickly, consuming the excess Al.
he growth rate will then abruptly decrease since long-range
iffusion to the cluster will be required. Within this model a
igh density of nano-size crystals arises naturally [26].

. Conclusions
The addition of small concentrations of Ti (≈0.5 at.%) to
l88Y7Fe5 glasses dramatically improves glass formation and

tability, likely by modifying the local structure of the glass and
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ncreasing the nucleation barrier for �-Al and likely other com-
eting intermetallic phases. A realistic calculation based on the
oupled-flux model for nucleation, which fully incorporates the
ffects of diffusion in both nucleation and growth, demonstrates
hat a monotonic decreasing signal, which is generally taken as
n indication of the coarsening of a nanocrystal material could
lso be a sign of diffusion-limited growth of a very high density
f nuclei. A simple DSC isothermal test, then, is insufficient
o decide between a glass and a completely transformed amor-
hous/nanocrystal composite when the nucleation rate is high
nd soft-impingement is dominant.
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